
THE POWER OF PARADIGM

Paradigm Technology helps leverage your organization’s scalability and 
resources to augment and enhance your Snowflake account capabilities. Our 
team of data cloud experts enables you to:

• Create a framework for business-driven outcomes and cost
• Understand Snowflake consumption based on usage and credits
• Add appropriate security contexts understood by all key constituents
• Classify and tag data for improved management and governance

CONSUMPTION AUDIT

Snowflake resource consumption is a constant variable that grows with 
your business needs. Understanding how to make the most of Snowflake’s 
workloads is critical to the success of your data cloud program. We partner 
with your team to:

• Create business-driven outcomes and cost models using object tagging 
and real-time dashboards

• Build workloads around consumption, including assigning stakeholders 
and educating on platform ROI

• Establish a framework to leverage moving forward (Paradigm 
accelerator)

SECURITY AUDIT

Security is safer on the cloud, and Snowflake proves it. Our expert approach 
assesses your organization’s current situation and creates a plan that fits your 
IT, Security, and Audit concerns. We focus on:

• Scoring your current security model and identifying steps to build your 
framework

• Classifying PII, PCI DSS, FedRAMP, ATO, ITAR, SOC 2 Type 2 and 
HITRUST to address your security framework

• Recommending standard encryption, entitlement, and security features 
for alerts and integrations

• Identifying a data classification framework leveraging out-of-the-box 
features from Snowflake

• Automating SOX and internal controls monitoring
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1The Total Economic Impact of Snowflake’s Cloud Data Platform, Forrester, 2020.

3-year return on 
investment612%
Faster time to    
roll out50%
Reduced IT 
support time75%
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KEY DELIVERABLES

• Consumption 
scoreboard(s)

• Security and audit 
reports

• Improvement 
recommendations

• Executive summary of 
findings

• Snowflake features demo
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